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1

Introduction

ALL YOU need to know to be a taxi driver is how to drive a car and
find your way around the city, and sometimes not even that
much. You pick up customers, drive them to where they want to

go, get your due, and cruise off to collect yet another caller or to hunt for
yet another hailer. Sometimes you negotiate the traffic, paying no atten-
tion to the passengers. Sometimes you vent your spleen on punishing
taxation or corrupt local politicians to your captive audience. Occasion-
ally you meet interesting or eccentric people, and sometimes you even
act as a passenger’s impromptu counselor. Then, when you have had
enough after usually a long and tiring shift, you go home.“At the end
of the day,” as drivers might put it, the job is quite simply boring and
does not take much out of you. Or does it?

In this study, we investigate how taxi drivers assess the trustworthi-
ness of prospective passengers in two cities—Belfast, Northern Ireland,
and New York—that differ in all respects except one: in both cities there
are villains, such as terrorists and robbers, who pose as passengers in
order to harm drivers. To appreciate just how costly mistakes in assess-
ing prospective passengers’ trustworthiness can be, consider that taxi
drivers are the victims of the highest homicide rate of any occupation in
the United States.1 According to the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (1996), in the United States a taxi driver is sixty times
more likely to be murdered on the job than the average worker. Taxi
drivers are also victim to more violent assaults (184 per 1,000 workers)
than any other occupation with the exception of police (306 per 1,000)
and security guards (218 per 1,000) (U.S. Department of Labor 1999).2 In
New York City at least 250 livery cab drivers were murdered between
1990 and May 2002.

Theory and Hypotheses

Taxiing in dangerous cities dramatically intensifies the pressure on
drivers’ cognitive skills. Taxi drivers who work in high-crime urban areas
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2 Streetwise

confront, every day and night, a series of hard trust-decision problems.
Their profits depend on taking in as many passengers as possible. But
typically, most passengers are unknown to them. In New York City,
where the chances of carrying the same passenger more than once is
low, a driver could meet as many as twenty to twenty-five new indi-
viduals on average every working day, which could add up to well over
seven thousand new encounters a year.

Driving a taxi involves more than just a high number of transactions
with strangers. Unlike sellers of train tickets or doughnuts on the streets,
who also have many transactions with strangers, drivers are in an
exposed position once they accept a passenger. They are on their own
and unarmed, with one or more individuals sitting in close proximity,
cruising sometimes unfriendly neighborhoods where there are few wit-
nesses or helping hands. A study of 280 homicides of taxi drivers in the
United States and Canada between 1980 and 1994 found that 75 percent
of the victims were attacked by passengers inside the car (Rathbone
1994/2002).

Taxi drivers are thus under severe pressure to decide quickly, on
the basis of only a little information acquired from either direct obser-
vation or the dispatcher, whether or not to accept certain passengers.
Few other occupations are under a similar strain.3 Only police officers
on the streets have perhaps a more demanding occupation in terms of
the risks they face and the consequent importance of deciding how
dangerous the individuals they meet really are. Yet law enforcers can
hardly grumble since this is part of their job. Ready to face danger,
they are trained to defend themselves, often armed, and able to rely
on colleagues for backup. Not so the taxi drivers in hazardous cities.
Ordinary men and women for whom the dangers are a nasty side
effect of doing an ordinary job, they are interesting because they are
more like us.

But is their ability to avoid dangerous situations purely a matter of
trust? Given the fleeting nature of taxi drivers’ encounters with strangers
with whom they can exchange little information, one might expect taxi
drivers to treat their problem as one of risk management rather than one
of trust. Rather than ask, Is this particular passenger trustworthy? they
could simply take general precautions to avoid or deter attackers, and
they could think of remedies for limiting the damage in case of a bad
surprise. They do take such precautions, as we shall see, but as a com-
plement to treating their problem as one of trust rather than as an alter-
native to it. We devote a sizable part of our study to describing these
strategies and discussing the extent to which they are adopted to limit
the problem of trust.
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Introduction 3

An essential feature of our study is that we treat drivers’ trust deci-
sions in conjunction with the “sign-management” strategies of the other
two protagonists of the game, the bona-fide passengers and the villains
who mimic being passengers. We explore the dynamic relationships
between drivers and their fares as they learn from their own experience
and that of other agents and adjust their behavior accordingly. In dan-
gerous cities, passengers must communicate that they have the capacity
to pay and that they are not dangerous. For example, savvy drivers pick
up passengers only at well-lit corners, not in dark alleys, and savvy
passengers go to such safe places if they want to be picked up. Mimics
learn and then also adopt such behavior in order to deceive drivers into
picking them up. Our study explores how the three sides of this social
transaction—drivers, customers, and mimics of customers—confront
the challenges they face. They represent a near-perfect microcosm in
which to research decisions about trust that arise in natural settings.4

The interactions of these players are at once simple enough to make
them relatively easy to research and rich enough to contain the basic
components of trust decisions.

The Basic Trust Game

The trust situation we consider is best conveyed by an example. Sup-
pose a person extends a loan to another because she expects him to do
his best to repay it, though it is clear that she would do better to refuse
to make the loan if he will make no effort to repay it and it is also clear
that his selfish interest is to make no effort. Then, we would say, she
trusts him to repay the loan. The notion of trust that we adopt in this book
is related to specific tasks and payoffs: the trust we have for someone in
one context does not necessarily extend to other contexts (Bacharach and
Gambetta 2001, 150; Hardin 2002, 9). In general, we say that a person
trusts someone to do X if she acts on the expectation that he will do X
when both know that two conditions obtain: if he fails to do X, she would
have done better to act otherwise, and her acting in the way she does
gives him a selfish reason not to do X.5

In any trust situation, there are no less than two players—the truster
and the trustee. For the problem of trust to be a problem at all, however,
the truster must be thinking about at least two possible types of trustee.
One type of trustee is a person driven by “raw” self-interested impulses
that lead him not to do X when given the opportunity. The other type is a
person who has trustworthy-making qualities that motivate him to resist
the pull of his raw self-interest and instead to do X (Dasgupta 1987, 53;
Bacharach and Gambetta 2001, 148–52).
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4 Streetwise

It is not enough to predict, say, that people will behave in a trustwor-
thy manner if doing so is in their self-interest. This removes the problem
of trust altogether by removing the tension between the two types of
trustees, which is essential for being able to perceive a decision as one of
trust. For if in a given situation the good trustee behaves in his self-inter-
est, what would make the bad trustee misbehave in the same situation?
Untrustworthiness would not be imaginable, and the problem of trust
would disappear.6 Even if we assumed that people are trustworthy when
the trustworthy act is in their self-interest, in order to have a problem of
trust at all we still need at least two notions of self-interest: one that is,
say, short-term or “raw,” untamed by any other consideration, and
another that is long-term and “encapsulates” the truster’s interests as
well (Hardin 2002), so that the truster is uncertain about which type of
self-interest motivates the trustee in a particular situation.

The truster’s primary trust dilemma is thus her uncertainty over which
type the trustee really is, the bad or the good type. On the one hand, to
perceive that trust is a problem at all the truster must have in mind the
possibility that the trustee is motivated by raw self-interest. At the same
time, the truster can avoid being paralyzed by distrust only by admit-
ting to the possibility that the truster has other qualities capable of over-
coming his temptation not to do X.

The primary trust dilemmas can be applied to the driver-passenger
case. Sometimes it is passengers who wonder whether the taxi driver is
of the honest sort (we discuss this case later), but in this study we have
looked only at the interactions in which the driver is the truster. It is thus
the driver’s problem to decide which trustee-customer he is observing—
the trustworthy one who will pay his fare and not harm him, or the
untrustworthy one who only looks like a customer but is bent on harm-
ing him in some way ranging from not paying the fare to robbery or
even murder.

We can make the interaction more precise by describing it as a sim-
ple game, which we refer to as the basic trust game (for a full discussion
of the basic trust game, see Bacharach and Gambetta 2001). The pay-
offs of the three types of players in a basic trust game are presented in
figures I.1 and I.2; the numbers are purely illustrative. In risky areas,
the driver may meet a hailer of a bad type whose payoffs are expressed
in figure I.1. Such a hailer wants to be picked up only to take advan-
tage of the driver, since for him “exploiting” is better than “behav-
ing”—that is, 4 is better than 1. In this case, the truster-driver is facing
a bad customer, and “refusing” is better than “picking up” for him—
that is, a payoff 0 is better than −3. By contrast, if the truster-driver is
facing a good customer (figure I.2) for whom “behaving” is better
than “exploiting” (that is, 2 is better than −4), for him the best choice
is to “pick up” rather than “refuse,” since 3 is better than 0.
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Introduction 5

Figure I.1 Driver’s Payoffs and Bad Customer’s Payoffs

Figure I.2 Driver’s Payoffs and Good Customer’s Payoffs

Customer

Behave Exploit

Pick up
Driver

Refuse

3, 1

0, 0

–3, 4

0, 0

Source: Authors’ compilation.

Customer

Behave Exploit

Pick up
Driver

Refuse

–3, –2

0, 0

–3, –4

0, 0

Source: Authors’ compilation.

The primary trust problem for the truster-driver lies in identifying
which type the hailer or caller is—a genuine customer or a villain. This
dilemma epitomizes countless situations in which we find ourselves in
the position of either the truster or the trustee. However, there is noth-
ing in the game as such that suggests a solution; the game simply describes
a situation of uncertainty about the true nature of a trustee with whom
it is to the truster’s advantage to deal only if the trustee is of a good sort.
The dilemma lies in the uncertainty over the real payoffs of the trustee-
customers. Once the truster knows the type of trustee he is facing, the
solution of the game is trivial. But how does the truster find out, and
can the trustee do anything to inform him, truthfully or otherwise,
about his type?

Trust and Signs

Michael Bacharach and Diego Gambetta (2001; see also Gambetta 2005)
have articulated a new theoretical framework that can answer that
question, and this study was inspired by, and aims to test, some of the
ideas they developed.

The theory’s crucial step is to establish a link between the trust
dilemma and signaling theory, a branch of rational choice theory. How-
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6 Streetwise

ever, the particular assumptions about people’s motivations that are
characteristic of the rational choice approach to trust play no role in the
theory we develop here.

It is not essential to our theory that trust is the product of some system of
rewards and penalties which act as incentives to the trustee in repeated
interactions. . . . We treat trust as the product of underlying trustworthy-
making character features—one of which can be, of course, the degree of
susceptibility to rewards and punishments. (Bacharach and Gambetta
2001, 149)

Our approach, which we believe to be more realistic than the rational
choice approach, accommodates a wide variety of sources of trustwor-
thiness, which include not only one’s self-interest but also moral princi-
ples, social norms, and even specific dispositions that, in a given game,
can make one trustworthy. The source of trustworthiness depends on
which trustworthy act we expect of others in a given situation.

The first step of our theory is to hypothesize that trusters acquire, 
in various ways, an idea of which trust-warranting properties a
trustee needs in order to be trustworthy in a given game (as well as of
the obverse properties that make a trustee untrustworthy). Some of
these properties—such as honesty, benevolence, a long-term horizon,
a pro-social upbringing—can make a person trustworthy in many
trust games, while other properties have a limited range and suffice
to make someone trustworthy only in doing something in particular,
as, for instance, love of children, sect membership, or, in our case,
simply being busy enough or wealthy enough not to bother causing
trouble to a taxi driver.7 The notion of trustworthiness that we use
refers to properties of persons that are not necessarily applicable to all
situations but can be related to specific actions. We trust someone
when we trust him to do one thing we have in mind, but we may or
may not trust him to do something else. People who happen to be
honest can be trusted in many different instances, but in our daily
interactions we often trust people to do certain things for us even if
they are not honest in all respects. Tony “The Ant” Spilotro’s son Vin-
cent could trust his father, a Mafia hard man, to come home and cook
him breakfast every day even after Tony separated from his wife
(Pileggi 1996, 157). Someone may be trustworthy as a husband and yet
an opportunist with his colleagues or the Internal Revenue Service.
Trustworthiness, in this narrow sense, can be sustained not only by
virtues but also by nonvirtues. Laziness, fearfulness, or a physical
handicap can lead us to believe that a person will not attack or cheat
us if what is required for him to be untrustworthy in a given game is
energy, courage, or dexterity.
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Introduction 7

However, the presence of trustworthy-making properties is not
sufficient to induce trust. Trust has two enemies, not just one: bad char-
acter and poor information. The incidence of trustworthy-making qual-
ities that sustain good character sets an upper bound on the amount of
well-placed trust in a community. Actual trust, however, may fall below
that threshold because of the difficulties of communicating the presence
of these qualities. As we shall see, many passengers fail to communi-
cate their trustworthiness to drivers and to be picked up. The trouble,
in particular, is that the trustee’s trust-warranting properties cannot be
discovered from observation. One cannot see “self-interest,” “honesty,”
or even “identity” as such.

One may say, “I could see at once that he was an honest fellow.” But 
it is in signs that one sees it. One observes, for instance, physiognomic 
features—the set of the eyes, a firm chin—and behavioral features—a
steady look, relaxed shoulders—and treats them as evidence of an inter-
nal disposition. . . . Trust-warranting properties may come variably
close to being observable. But, except in limiting cases, they are unob-
servable and signs mediate the knowledge of them. (Bacharach and
Gambetta 2001, 155)

Our second step is thus to assume that a person’s trustworthiness can be
assessed by evaluating observable signs of him that the truster believes to
be correlated with the unobservable trust-warranting properties.

We suppose, realistically, that the vast majority of basic trust games
include some observation by trusters of features of their trustees. Any
piece of observable, or otherwise perceivable, behavior, including a
message, an accent, or an item of clothing, counts as a feature. It follows
then that every trust-involving interaction initiated by a trustee contains
an episode of the kind described here:

A truster may observe the tweed jacket and shooting stick of a woman in
a departure lounge, and may infer that she is to be trusted to look after the
truster’s bag while he posts a last-minute letter. Or, a truster may recog-
nize her trustee, by her face, or signature, as someone who has always
repaid loans in the past, and may infer that she has now, as then, those
properties of character and liquidity which make her creditworthy. Or,
finally, a truster, having heard of the trust-warranting properties of a per-
son of a certain description, may try to match that description with the
person in front of her: “Is this the person picked out by the signs of iden-
tification I heard of?” (Bacharach and Gambetta 2001, 155)

Mimicry

The use of signs to solve the primary problem of trust brings up a new
dilemma for trusters. “The observable features (the tweeds, the signa-
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8 Streetwise

ture, the name, the accent, the club membership) are sometimes good
enough signs. Sometimes, however, it is not certain that signs of trust-
warranting properties are to be trusted” (156). One reason for this is
that the correlation with the trust-warranting property may be weak or
nonexistent—one may simply be wrong about the link between signs
and properties, as in the case of prejudices. Another, more interesting
reason is that there may be untrustworthy trustees who endeavor to
display fraudulently the signs that can convince the truster of their
trustworthiness.

Suppose there is a sign m, such as looking people in the eye, that peo-
ple take to be evidence of honesty. Deliberately displaying m is then a
way of signaling that you are honest. The problem, however, is that both
honest and dishonest people may have a motive for signaling m.

Rich people sometimes wear expensive clothes to show that they are rich;
poor people sometimes wear expensive clothes to seem to be rich. Benev-
olent uncles smile to show they are benevolently disposed; wicked uncles
smile to seem to be benevolently disposed. The deceptive instances of the
strategy we call “mimicking.” More precisely, a mimic of a property [k] is
a person who does not have the property and deliberately displays m in
order to be taken to have k by another. (Bacharach and Gambetta 2001, 157)

This framework is applicable also to negative mimicry—that is, “camou-
flage.”

There are often signs of a trustee which are likely to be interpreted by the
truster, rightly or wrongly, as indicating the lack of a trust-making qual-
ity, and so untrustworthiness. Both a trustworthy signaler who expects to
be unjustly perceived if he displays such a sign s, or an untrustworthy one
who is afraid of being detected if he does, have a reason to camouflage.
That is, they can be expected to take steps not to show s. For our purposes
we can therefore consider deceptive camouflaging as a special case of
mimicking. The strategy of camouflaging the signs of untrustworthiness
by suppressing s is just that of mimicking trustworthiness through dis-
playing the notional sign “no s.” (Bacharach and Gambetta 2001, 155n13)

We regard mimicry, both positive and negative, as a crucial component
of most trust episodes in which trust is misplaced. In basic trust games,
the truster reasons, as we argue he does, that there is a motive for an
opportunistic trustee to mimic—that is, to emit signs of trustworthy
qualities when he lacks them. Almost invariably when trust is abused, the
trustee will have engaged in some act of deception aimed at making 
the truster think that he is the good type when this is not true. The trustee
is a strategic player, not inert matter passively waiting to be appraised
by the truster.
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Introduction 9

Although signs can solve the primary trust dilemma, they can also
complicate the problem for the truster, who must judge whether appar-
ent signs of trust-warranting properties are themselves to be trusted.
The primary problem of trust (is this passenger a good or bad type?) is
transformed into the secondary trust dilemma: is the sign a genuine sign
of a certain trust-warranting property, or is it a mimicked sign?

Notice that the secondary trust dilemma applies also to repeated
encounters in which we deal again with someone with whom we have
dealt successfully in the past. In this case, the trustee enjoys a good
reputation with us. Having been trustworthy in the past is his trust-
warranting property in a repeated trust game. The problem is that his
past trustworthiness is not directly observable; we infer it by reidenti-
fying the person as the same person we dealt with in the past. But even
the identity is not a directly observable property. We establish it through
signs that uniquely belong to that person. Some of these signs, such as
the face, may be resistant to mimicry, but mimics can imitate other prop-
erties, such as the voice or the signature. And this possibility gives rise
to the secondary trust dilemma.

James Coleman (1990, ch. 5), who was among the first scholars to offer
a sophisticated conceptualization of the notion of trust, discusses an
episode taken from The Merchant Bankers by Joseph Wechsberg (1966) that
is useful in conveying this point. The Norwegian manager of the mer-
chant banker Hambros in London receives a call for help from a promi-
nent ship owner in Norway who says he needs 200,000 pounds within the
next half-hour or else one of his ships that was recently repaired in Am-
sterdam will not be released and he will lose a sizable profit. While hold-
ing the ship owner on the phone, the unfazed Hambros manager sends a
telex message instructing the Amsterdam branch to pay the sum to the
ship owner and have his ship released at once. A young German trainee
banker who witnesses the exchange is amazed at the speed and smooth-
ness of this transaction and asks the manager some pertinent questions:
“How can you be sure that you really talked to that ship owner in 
Norway? It’s easy to imitate a voice over the phone. How do you know
he’s good for two hundred thousands pounds?” (Coleman 1990, 91–93).

Coleman reports this key question—how does the manager know that
he is speaking with the real ship owner rather than someone who is mim-
icking him?—but does not follow it up. Moreover, its importance is
overlooked not only by Coleman but by most trust research, and thus
the manner in which it is solved in real life has not been investigated. In
the list of key features of a trust decision, Coleman includes whether or
not to trust the ship owner, which is our first trust dilemma, but does
not include the further essential question of whether he is really the ship
owner. The two trust dilemmas need to be disentangled. The Hambros
manager knows he can trust the ship owner to be trustworthy because
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10 Streetwise

he knows him personally and knows that the ship owner has long-term
interests and wants to behave well so as not to spoil his relations with the
bank. In addition, the ship owner must have a special way of identify-
ing himself to the manager, which reassures the manager of his identity.
Similarly, our taxi drivers know that they can trust a real passenger to
behave. But how do they know that a certain hailer is a real passenger
rather than a mimicking villain?

Signaling Theory and Hypotheses

Our approach marks a departure from current theories of trust. The
answers to that question in the literature vary. For some authors, trusters
manage to appraise trustees’ trustworthiness by a rather ineffable
process. By contrast, our central hypothesis is that taxi drivers’ decisions
are supported by cogent reasoning. When asked, drivers often say their
assessment of customers’ trustworthiness is driven by “gut feelings” or
a “sixth sense.” Our expectation is that a logic underlies these feelings and
that it consists of several cognitive steps, including an intuitive applica-
tion of signaling theory. We expect that the subtlety and richness of the
judgments a truster makes are due only to the complexity of the game
that he is playing. The apparently ineffable nature of these judgments is
an illusion that we hope to dispel by describing in detail drivers’ cogni-
tive processes.

For other, indeed for most, authors, trustworthiness is assessed by
obtaining information about the real interests, constraints, and disposi-
tions of the trustees and working out how we would behave in their
position (Dasgupta 1988; Gambetta 1988, 217–24). Although this
description reflects what we rationally do, it does not take into account
the secondary dilemma—that is, whether and how we can trust the
information we use for that reasoning. There is nothing in current
approaches to say that trusters pay attention to signs; this implies, of
course, that they are silent on which signs they disregard and which signs
they heed.8 Our expectation is that drivers look for properties that are
trust- or distrust-warranting ones in the game they are playing. More pre-
cisely, they look for signs that manifest these properties. Above all, we expect
drivers to look for reliable signs of these properties.

The framework we use to conceptualize trust interactions has the
advantage of allowing the application of signaling theory, which defines
clearly what we mean by “reliable.” This framework is a well-developed
part of game theory, and it provides the general principles to which the
information we collect about the trustees must adhere to enable us to
solve the secondary trust dilemma.

A signaling game is said to have a “sorting” or “separating” equilib-
rium if, in equilibrium, a good type emits one kind of signal and a bad
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Introduction 11

type emits a different kind. No mimicry is possible in this case. The con-
ditions for a signaling game to have a sorting equilibrium are well
known. A genuine customer always emits a signal s, and a nongenuine
one never emits s, if two conditions hold:

1. The benefit to a genuine customer of being treated as a genuine cus-
tomer exceeds the cost for him of emitting s.

2. The benefit to a nongenuine customer of being treated as a genuine
customer is less than the cost for him of emitting s.

We call these the “can” and “cannot” conditions. If the truster can see or
hear the trustee, as in most basic trust games naturally occurring, the
“can” condition is easily met since the trustee can communicate almost
costlessly with the truster. Sorting therefore depends essentially on 
the “cannot” condition—on whether among these signals are some 
that nongenuine customers cannot afford to use. No poisoner seeks to
demonstrate his honesty by drinking from the poisoned chalice. The
best situation from a taxi driver’s perspective is when a genuine cus-
tomer can afford to emit s and a nongenuine customer cannot.

Our general prediction is therefore that drivers screen passengers look-
ing for reliable signs of trust- or distrust-warranting properties, in the sense
that they look for signs that are too costly for a mimic to fake but afford-
able for the genuine article, given the benefit that each can expect in the
situation. In other words, drivers will not be either erratic in the signs
they watch for or easily satisfied by cheaply mimickable ones.

Some customers display signs that are not just unaffordable to the
mimic but outright impossible to fake. In the economics jargon, they have
an infinite cost. In ordinary parlance, they are quite simply constraints on
mimics’ options. These signs, such as the face or DNA, are uniquely
attached to the bearer and impossible for the mimic to reproduce, regard-
less of payoffs. Constraints are perfectly separating. In many real-world
cases, however, we are not so lucky and find that most signals at our dis-
posal are not perfectly separating. There are many signs that to some
degree are more costly for a mimic (because of, say, penalties for their
abuse) but are still emitted by a small number of mimics. Most of the time
someone who looks like a Hasidic Jew will be a Hasidic Jew, but occa-
sionally he may be a Palestinian suicide bomber. When the signal is only
partly contaminated, it remains credible enough for a minority of mim-
ics to gain from using it and for the majority of honest signalers to keep
using it. In such an equilibrium, called “semi-sorting,” at least some truth
can be transmitted. The prospects for even a semi-sorting signal are
worse, however, in dangerous areas. The higher the base-rate probabil-
ity of encountering a villain, the more credible, or separating, a signal
needs to be to be effective. Sometimes, we further predict, no single sign
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12 Streetwise

suffices and drivers look for clusters of signs that, if pointing in the same
direction, may together come close to discriminating the good from the
bad passengers. The cost of mimicry grows as the number of signs to
be manipulated in order to persuade also grows.

In most practical circumstances, good customers display, as a matter
of course, signs that are correlated with being a good customer. If one is
middle-aged, white, and female, in face-to-face encounters one auto-
matically reveals those features, and at no cost. If drivers know that
there is a negligible probability that a woman will turn out to be a rob-
ber, they will look for signs of gender that the hailer displays. If per-
suaded that the hailer is a woman, they will decide to pick her up. These
“cues” are “there anyway,” and the genuine possessor of the right prop-
erties need take no action to manifest them. Indeed, she need hardly be
aware of the cues’ effect. Moreover, a feature of cues is that while cost-
less for true possessors, they are very costly to produce and display for
those who are not true possessors of the property, so they amply meet
both the “can” and “cannot” conditions. If the properties to which cues
refer are thought to make their owner trustworthy, the taxi business can
proceed unimpeded, and trust is not perceived as much of a problem.

The trust game that taxi drivers play, however, is not always so
smoothly resolved. It becomes more challenging, and thus potentially
more revealing of agents’ reasoning, under two conditions. The first
condition is either an absence of cues or uninformative cues. For instance,
in Northern Ireland religious affiliation often cannot be established just
by looking at people. Most young males look alike, whether Catholic or
Protestant. This is problematic for Catholic drivers, who fear becoming
the target of a sectarian attack by picking up a Protestant man. In these
cases, we hypothesize, drivers “probe” further or customers volunteer addi-
tional information of a kind that a mimic would find hard to fake. Because
these information-enhancing activities are costly, the driver and the cus-
tomer are more strategically aware.

Under the second condition, customers are genuine but cannot avoid
displaying the “wrong” cues. For instance, young black males in New
York or groups of young men in Belfast who are bona-fide customers
face higher costs of signaling to drivers that they are bona fide, since
their manifest features are associated with negative properties. To be
picked up, we hypothesize, they need either to display further reassuring
signals or to invite probing if they are to offset the effect of these negative
cues. For example, they may stress their reassuring features: if the driver
is Catholic, a passenger may choose to display or stress his own
“Catholic” features. Or an African American passenger can send a white
friend to hail a cab, as black English soccer players have had to do in
London at night (Thorpe 1994).9 They may even equip themselves in
advance of hailing a taxi with reassuring objects to display. For instance,
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Introduction 13

the black academic Lawrence Otis Graham buys and waves the Wall
Street Journal to make drivers stop (Graham 1995).10 We expect, however,
that it will not always be possible for customers to find signals of this
kind that meet the “can” condition as well as the “cannot” condition,
and even if they are genuine, they may end up having to walk home.

At the same time, we expect to observe drivers behaving rationally and
not being persuaded by easy-to-mimic positive signs. We expect that drivers
discount signs such as a smile or a necklace with a cross or a T-shirt
inscribed with “Make Love Not War” and that they watch instead for
signs that are cheap to observe but relatively hard to mimic. These could
include a physical disability, a familiar face, or the “goodness” of the
establishment from which the customer is emerging.

Notice, however, that there are some persuasive signals an honest cus-
tomer can transmit only if the driver decides to stop and probe and not
if he drives away. We therefore also expect that honest customers engage
in signaling actions that are insufficient to reassure a rational driver
fully—for a mimic too would find these actions cheap—but are nonethe-
less sufficient to make him stop. For example, a customer could remove
or veil all the signs that are easy to remove or veil, such as holding his
leather jacket on his arm to display the absence of concealed weapons or
covering up a tattoo by wearing long sleeves. We also expect to find that
bona-fide passengers with negative cues will induce drivers to stop not
only by hiding their indicators of untrustworthiness but also, if that is not
enough, by displaying some of the same “fraudulent” signs used by
mimics. They will deceive, of course, but only in order to tell the truth:
once the driver stops, they are then in a better position to convey the
“separating” signals necessary to reassure him fully as to their true type.

By testing these hypotheses, we should be able to establish the valid-
ity of our general claims—namely, that drivers and customers conform
to the signaling theory of trust by means of a wealth of detailed instances
of suitable behavior that could hardly be cogently explained by other
theories of trust.

So far we have mentioned signs and signals interchangeably without
drawing a distinction between them, but there is one, and an important
one at that. Signals are any observable features of an agent that are inten-
tionally displayed by a signaler for the purpose of raising the probability
that the receiver assigns to a certain state of affairs. A sign, by contrast, can
be anything pertaining to a person that is perceptible and can modify our
beliefs about that person while not being displayed with the intention of
achieving that result. Signs, however, are dormant potential signals. They
are the raw material of signals to which signalers who are aware of play-
ing a strategic game can choose to resort. The basic form of a sign-signal
transformation is a signaler taking steps to display a preexisting sign. One
trigger of this transformation is the bearer’s realization of the meaning of
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14 Streetwise

certain signs in the eyes of an observer. An individual may be unaware
that his accent is informing others of a quality of his until an observer acts
in a way that makes him aware.

The interactions between mimics, taxi drivers, and passengers tread
the fine line between signs and signals. The mimics with villainous inten-
tions are always aware that they are signaling, albeit fraudulently. They
veil or hide their bad signs and forge and imitate the signs that a normal
passenger would show. Sometimes an act of deceitful mimicry consists
precisely of making a deceitful signal look like an innocent sign that a
nonvillainous customer would carry without thinking. Taxi drivers can
be taken in, but, as we hypothesize, they are generally on guard, screen-
ing first and then probing, if not persuaded, by encouraging passengers
to display more convincing signals. By contrast, prospective passengers
who are good types and carry no negative cues automatically persuade
drivers of their goodness and are unaware that any signaling is going on.
They become aware of their signs only when they expect to be or are
refused by drivers. They may then try to discern what it is that puts taxi
drivers off before resorting to conscious signaling that either masks their
negative signs or displays new ones that offset the others.

Despite the difference, the reliability of signs and signals is governed
by the same condition of signaling theory: signs, just like signals, trans-
mit discriminating information to drivers to the extent to which they
conform to the “cannot” condition.

The Acquisition of Background Knowledge

Signaling theory is an abstract tool, but some strong assumptions about
the players’ background knowledge are crucial to the solutions it offers.
Players need to know the size of both the benefits and the costs—for both
possessors and nonpossessors of the trust-warranting properties—of
emitting a given signal, and the truster needs to know the base-rate prob-
ability that a signaler has them. Players must also know a range of signs,
their association with the relevant properties, and how others interpret
them. If religiosity is known to make a person trustworthy, the players
need to know which signs express it. They must know, for instance, that
skullcaps are donned by male orthodox Jews, roughly how difficult it is
for someone else to find and wear one convincingly, and that by conven-
tion women do not wear them. So although we hypothesize that players
use strategies with the same abstract properties wherever they are, the
actual parameters of their strategies are very particular to their situation. Like
the devil, the knowledge required to play a trust game lies in the details.

Much background knowledge is learned simply as a by-product of liv-
ing and observing life in a certain area, either by direct experience or
through information sources that one trusts. A focused effort may be
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Introduction 15

needed, however, to learn this knowledge, or to teach others like them-
selves, when the area of operation is complex, the agents are new to it, or
new situations and new kinds of informative episodes have arisen. This
should be true, for instance, in cities in which many drivers are immi-
grants or in which passengers include not only residents but also transient
people of diverse kinds. Even an experienced taxi driver from Bogotá has
much to learn before he can feel comfortable in New York City. Mimics
too have an interest in observing the behavior of both drivers and the gen-
uine passengers on whom they plan to model their actions.

Although we do not make any specific hypotheses about knowledge
acquisition and diffusion, our research pays descriptive attention to how
real-world players acquire and update the knowledge needed for playing
the trust game. Taxi drivers may receive formal training and be socialized
by their organizations. They talk to other drivers, engage in queries with
dispatchers, compare notes, and warn each other; older, more experi-
enced drivers socialize younger, more naive drivers into the rules of the
game and what to look for when deciding whether to pick up a passen-
ger. Similarly, both mimics and customers experience success and failure
and adjust their behavior accordingly. They read the news about incidents
involving taxi drivers and learn whom to fear and how not to look. Mim-
ics try to look tame and have to learn the salient features of “tameness”;
so too do genuine passengers who have learned that something about
them displays the wrong kind of sign and makes drivers avoid them.

Whereas signaling theory assumes that players have rational beliefs,
we do not rule out the possibility that a certain amount of inaccurate or
stereotypical knowledge permeates drivers’ “street-level epistemol-
ogy,” as Russell Hardin (1993) puts it. A distinctive feature of our research
is that we investigate empirically the actual judgment and decision-
making processes that taxi drivers, passengers, and mimics use in such
situations. In other words, rather than presume full rationality, our
study explicates the actual content of the “street-level epistemologies”
of the respective players about such decisions and works out the extent
to which nonrational reasoning affects judgment and choice. For instance,
in Northern Ireland there is a widespread and inaccurate belief that one
can identify Catholics by the fact that their eyes are set closer to each
other. In the United States some drivers may make decisions driven by
crude racism. Or subtler dynamics involving, for instance, availability
biases may be at work. For example, in the aftermath of an incident
drivers may for some time become excessively prudent.

Thus, our approach does not rule out the possibility that the beliefs
that enter into drivers’ applications of signaling theory may sometime
be wrong. On the one hand, we seek to verify a series of signal-theoretic
predictions for drivers’ and customers’ behavior. On the other hand,
we do not exclude the influence on the decisionmakers’ judgments of
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16 Streetwise

“extrarational” factors, such as their preexisting stereotypes. In particu-
lar, we expect drivers to be more rational in assessing positive signs than
they are in assessing negative ones. Because of the well-known asym-
metry between trust and distrust, false negative beliefs about the import
of signs are likely to be more durable than false positive ones. Drivers
do not pick up people displaying the former, so they do not get counter-
evidence directly, and if all drivers hold the wrong beliefs, they do not
even get it indirectly by communicating with each other.

In conclusion, our understanding of the steps that one needs to take
to establish a trustee’s trustworthiness can be summarized in terms of
three ways in which one can err and make the wrong judgment. These
mistakes are hierarchically ordered in that if one commits the first mis-
take, the second will be irrelevant, and so on.

The first mistake is to look for the wrong trust- or distrust-warranting
property—that is, a property unrelated to trustworthiness. This is the
case when one entertains unfounded beliefs. One may think that Latino
women are more dangerous than white ones, or one may infer from the
property of one member of a group that all members of that group have
that property, but neither belief is true. Or one may have the wrong
causal theory. For example, one may believe that voting Democratic or
being a Scorpio makes one more dangerous.

The second mistake is also due to wrong beliefs, in this case about the
signs involved. One variety of this mistake is wrongly picking a sign of
a trust-warranting property that is not in fact a sign of the property. A
driver may be interested, for instance, in whether a fare is Catholic and
may further believe that he can identify Catholics by their narrow-set
eyes, which is an unfounded stereotype. Or he may misinterpret a sign that
has multiple causes by picking the wrong cause: reading illness-related
hand tremors, for instance, as the result of nervousness brought on by
bad intentions, or interpreting dark glasses as an attempt to avoid eye
contact because of nasty intentions rather than an attempt to hide grief.

The third kind of mistake—and the crucial one in terms of our theory—
is to be persuaded of a passenger’s trustworthiness by a signal that, if
the signaler is honest, is truly connected with the trust-warranting prop-
erty the driver is looking for but that can be easily mimicked by a dis-
honest signaler. Assuming that the qualities drivers look for are truly
associated with trustworthiness or untrustworthiness and that the signs
they observe are truly signs of those qualities, there is still the question
of how reliable the signs are.

When the Passenger Is the Truster

We should also briefly mention the trust game that is the reverse of the
one we consider in this study: when the passenger is the truster and
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Introduction 17

worries about the type and intentions of the driver-trustee. This is a seri-
ous problem in many cities of the world where passengers are cheated,
robbed, or raped by “taxi drivers.” For example, the London Metropol-
itan Police report that in 2001, 233 women were sexually assaulted by
mimic-rapists who passed themselves off as minicab drivers (the Lon-
don equivalent of Belfast private-hire taxis and New York livery cabs).
That amounted to 24 percent of all rapes and serious sexual assaults in
London in that year.11 Mimicking can be of two kinds: a villain may
mimic being a taxi driver when he is not by using a plausible car and
showing up in the rich pickup points at the right time of day or night.
Razaq Assadullah was jailed for eight years for raping a twenty-eight-
year-old secretary on her way home after a night out with friends. The
victim thought she was safe because rather than pick one of the drivers
touting for business—the riskiest way of getting a ride—she had gone
to the minicab office to get a car. But her rapist was working with a false
ID, a fake driving license, and no insurance. The victim was also with a
friend, but after Assadullah dropped off her friend, he drove her to a
deserted street, climbed into the back of the car, and raped her (Weale
2003). Alternatively, genuine taxi drivers may switch to rapist mode. In
this case, they mimic not being a taxi driver generally but being one on
that occasion. The latter case is not so infrequent; the Observer reported
on November 17, 2002, that “one police operation revealed that half the
mini cab drivers [in London] stopped at roadside checks had criminal
records, including convictions for serious sex and assault offenses.”

Originally we thought of investigating this side of the problem too,
since it obviously needs to be studied, but decided against it. We needed
to limit the size and scope of our fieldwork, and we could not have used
the same sources to study both games. Also, drivers meet the problem
of trustworthiness far more frequently than passengers do. One reason
is the mere numerical property of this market: a passenger will get far
fewer rides than a driver will supply, so the risk of any one passenger
meeting a bad driver is, a priori at least, lower than the risk of any one
driver meeting a bad customer.

A second, and more important, reason is that in cities where the taxi
industry is regulated—such as both of the cities in this study—the prob-
lem of mimicking taxi drivers is limited. In particular this is so because
the industry has developed standardized insignias that make it easier
for passengers not just to identify a taxi in the traffic and distinguish it
from other cars but also to distinguish a real taxi from a mimic taxi. In
addition, personalized identifiers displayed in cars make it easy to catch
a driver if he misbehaves. An aspiring mimic cannot easily pretend to
be a genuine yellow cab, for instance. He would have to steal one, but
once other drivers know the number of the medallion, the thief would
not be able to go far in the city before he would be very quickly spotted.
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18 Streetwise

His face would not match that of the driver in the photo card displayed
in the cab, and passengers would quickly become suspicious. And one
cannot easily set up a phony phone line pretending to be a livery car
company just for the sake of taking advantage of passengers. One can
put up a sign to pretend to be a livery cab or a minicab belonging to a
nonexistent firm, but the chances of success will be lower. People will be
familiar with the name and emblems of genuine companies and thus
less inclined to trust taxis displaying unknown identifiers. The risk of
encountering mimic-taxis goes up in cities in which most cars are
unmarked and anyone can act as a taxi driver. The actual number of inci-
dents may, however, be lower in the latter case, for passengers, antici-
pating the higher risk, may more often choose other means of transport
or screen drivers’ identities more carefully.

That is the case in Derry, the second largest city in Northern Ireland,
which we briefly investigated. Over two-thirds of the 1,500 taxis that
operate there are now illegal, according to Eamon O’Donnell, develop-
ment worker for North West Taxi Proprietors Ltd. (NWTP), which aims
to represent and regulate the taxi industry in Derry (personal commu-
nication, June 21, 2001). NWTP has proposed a “code of practice” that
sets out obligations to be placed on all members of the taxi industry in
the city, including depot owners as well as drivers, and a “bill of rights”
for taxicab passengers entitling them to, among other things, a safe and
secure journey. The NWTP proposal, which has not been accepted yet,
includes the introduction of a unique logo to be shared by all firms.
Within the logo, they plan to insert two numbers, one to identify the firm
and the other the driver. The logo would then be either painted on the
side of the car or posted on the windshield. Their suggestion would be
that passengers only enter cars displaying this logo.

We found that one of the two main reasons to regulate the industry
in that way is precisely that of reassuring customers who, according to
our interviewee, use taxis less than they would for fear of being attacked
by phony drivers. (The other reason is to limit the competition.) This
proposal indicates an awareness of the importance of introducing hard-
to-fake and easy-to-observe signs to limit villains’ ability to mimic a taxi
or a taxi driver, and it shows the importance of standardization as a
means to achieve that.

Sources and Method

The core data for this study are of an ethnographic kind. The data were
collected in both New York City and Belfast using partially structured
interviews and participant observation with drivers, dispatchers, and
passengers. The interviews were taped and transcribed; in analyzing the
transcriptions, we focused on respondents’ accounts of the signs they
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Introduction 19

look for or display and on the reasoning behind their actions. Additional
data were collected from newspaper reports, taxi industry reports, sta-
tistical sources, and the academic literature.12 We should stress that the
two cities we selected, Belfast and New York, are both notorious for the
risks they pose for drivers but differ with respect to the kinds of such
risks. We expect that the strategies brought to bear on trust games will
differ in interesting ways as well. The choice of cities was intended to
provide us with a vivid contrast in the extent to which trust games
depend on particular local conditions and the knowledge derived from
them and, at the same time, to enable us to make a preliminary test of
whether the principles underlying agents’ “street-level epistemologies”
(Hardin 1993) are, as we anticipate, the same everywhere.

We have no special attachment to the research method we chose. Its
main drawback is, of course, that it does not allow a proper scientific test
of our hypotheses, for we cannot control and measure the variables rel-
evant to trust decisions. However, given the complexity of the cognitive
steps involved in trust decisions, there are serious obstacles in design-
ing controlled studies and employing subjects like taxi drivers. The
designs ought to maintain a sufficiently strong incentive-compatibility
and avoid narrowing or trivializing the stimuli so as to make the results
relevant for real-world decisions.

We considered two alternative designs to test whether taxi drivers
conform, in their acceptance decisions, to the predictions of signaling
theory, notably that, where would-be fares may be dangerous, the cheaper
it is to fake a sign of being a safe fare, the lower the acceptance rate. The
two designs were:

1. Presenting drivers with photographs or “vignettes” of would-be
fares and asking whether they would accept such a fare

2. Presenting drivers with a conventionally designed isomorph of the
real-life trust game—for example, a game with money payoffs hav-
ing the same strategic structure as the real-life encounter

In the end we decided against both designs. The first design suffers from
two drawbacks: it is not “incentive-compatible,” and more importantly,
the display gives only partial information about the situation and is
therefore bound to prompt questions about other, contextual factors that
form part of the standard decision process for real drivers. For example,
drivers might ask, “Where do I see this person? What time is it? Is there
a football match in town?” These questions cover many dimensions, so
if we supplied the information, we would then lack statistical power to
disentangle their effects. If, conversely, we left them unspecified, we
would have no control over what is really going on in the minds of the
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20 Streetwise

subjects. We were no longer convinced that we could get clear confirm-
ing evidence of appropriate sensitivity to the costs of mimicry—not
because drivers do not have this sensitivity, but because of the inevitable
noisiness of the data that we would get from directing subjects’ atten-
tion to real-world scenarios.

The second design, by contrast, lacks ecological validity and fails to
tap into the specialized knowledge and “gut feelings” of taxi drivers
for their real environment. Yet our central interest is in determining
how adept taxi drivers are at making these decisions. Offering money
payments would give incentives but change the frame (partly because
the strategic situation is presented neutrally). These well-known diffi-
culties about this experimental methodology, which is standard in
experimental economics, apply here with special force because of our
interest in whether signaling theory works in a particular form of real-
life interactions.

Thus, the design of future research ought to tap into the decision-
making know-how of taxi drivers on the ground while at the same time
not stimulating the full complexity of their real-life heuristics; this com-
plexity is too great for effective hypothesis-testing. Since we have not as
yet clearly devised how to steer a middle course between this Scylla and
Charybdis, we decided to limit ourselves to the ethnographic study. The
fieldwork had the advantage of allowing us to observe the agents under
their natural and often stringent constraint; in the lab no one is going to
come after you if you get the wrong answer. It also allowed us to collect
a wealth of vivid details on the “semiotics” of trust that no experimen-
tal or narrowly focused research could have yielded. We hope that our
fieldwork, whose features we now describe, will inspire and guide fur-
ther experimental and survey research.

Belfast

Much of the research work in Belfast went as planned; it took twenty
weeks, from mid-April 2001 to the end of August 2001. First, we carried
out an extensive search of five Northern Ireland newspapers over the past
thirty years, looking for accounts of incidents in which taxi drivers had
been involved as either victims or perpetrators of attacks since the so-called
political “Troubles” began. We found forty-nine such reported incidents.

Next we interviewed forty-five taxi drivers in Belfast, including four
who also worked as dispatchers and one person who worked only as a
dispatcher. The bulk of the interviews were done with drivers from
twelve private-hire firms from across the city. We also interviewed
drivers who drove public-hire taxis based at Belfast City Airport and the
City Center. In total in Belfast, we interviewed nineteen Catholic and
twenty-six Protestant drivers.13
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Introduction 21

We contacted the drivers in a variety of ways. First of all, Heather
Hamill reestablished contacts with three former taxi drivers she had met
during previous fieldwork research in West Belfast. Our interviews with
the former drivers proved to be a valuable pilot for this study by helping
us to formulate our interview questions. These drivers also introduced
us to a number of their colleagues, some of whom agreed to participate
in the study.

To broaden the sample and contact drivers who worked in other
areas, we put up posters and left flyers in taxi depots, but we did not get
even one driver from advertising in this way. So we simply phoned for
taxis. In a sense, we too mimicked an ordinary customer. We chose safe
pickup and drop-off locations within each geographical area, such as a
library or college. During the journey we explained who we really were
and what we were doing and asked the driver if we could interview
him, either there and then or at a later date. This strategy bore varying
results. The first time we tried it, the driver’s opening question, after ask-
ing Heather her destination, was, “So what do you do then?” To which
she replied, “Well, it’s funny that you should ask. . . .” He subsequently
introduced us to his two brothers-in-law, who were also taxi drivers.

The novelty of our study impressed a number of our friends in
Belfast, who, as they took taxis in the course of their daily business, took
it upon themselves to advertise our work to the perhaps unlucky drivers
who picked them up. Our sample thus snowballed outward as our inter-
viewees passed us on to their friends and colleagues.

Other encounters were less positive. Some cabbies paranoically thought
that we had targeted them specifically and were undercover police or gov-
ernment employees (for the Department of Health and Social Security,
DHSS) checking on whether they were working while claiming unem-
ployment benefits. Others thought we were from the Child Support
Agency and had been sent by their ex-wife. Mark Jordan, our straight
research assistant, had the additional problem of having his invitation
to participate taken for a gay pickup line.

Because of Belfast’s sectarian divisions (see table I.1), we needed a neu-
tral location where we could carry out prearranged interviews. Fortu-
nately, a local charity offered us a room in its offices located in a religiously
neutral area near the City Center of Belfast. On other occasions, we went
to taxi depots and interviewed the drivers as we sat beside them in their
parked cars. The cars offered the drivers both privacy and the comfort of
being in their own environment, and thus we were often seen jumping out
of one taxi and into another as the next interviewee pulled up alongside.

We sat in the dispatch office of five different taxi companies and
observed the dispatcher and the interaction between the drivers; we
also drove around with five drivers while they were working. Heather
Hamill’s presence in the taxi prompted ironic comments from cus-
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22 Streetwise

Table I.1 Belfast Interviewee Codes

Characteristics of Interviewees Codes

Job or role
Driver —
Customer Cust
Dispatcher D
Bouncer B

Religion
Catholic C
Protestant P

Type of taxi driven
Public hire PH
Private hire —

Area in which driver, dispatcher, 
or bouncer worked

City Center CC
West Belfast WB
East Belfast EB
North Belfast NB

Gender
Male —
Female F

Source: Authors’ compilation.

tomers, particularly from late-night customers, many of whom thought
she was the driver’s untrusting wife or girlfriend. We were not sure
whether this assumption was due to Belfast taxi drivers’ reputations in
matters of money or matrimony, or perhaps both.

We then interviewed customers and mimics: forty ordinary cus-
tomers, ten “bad-looking” customers, and ten runners and three robbers
who posed as good customers.14 We also arranged a group discussion
with eight of the “bad-looking” customers. Finally, we took a large num-
ber of taxi rides posing as customers in a variety of locations and times
of day and night.

The Belfast drivers’ fondness for, and skill in, storytelling provided
us with very rich data. Acting on information from one of our inter-
viewees, we learned that staff from the Department of Environment
(DOE) enforcement department, which polices the taxi industry, were
posing as passengers in order to catch unlicensed “pirate” drivers and
private-hire drivers illegally picking up fares off the street. We met with
the head of the DOE’s enforcement team to learn more about the strate-
gies of these unexpected mimics.
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Introduction 23

We also interviewed the coordinator of North West Taxi Proprietors
Ltd., who drove a taxi in Derry; five members of the Department of
Vehicle Licensing Northern Ireland (DVLNI), the local government
department that regulates the taxi industry; and four bouncers, or door-
men, an occupation that faces screening problems similar to those faced
by drivers.

New York

By contrast, not much went as planned in the New York City fieldwork.
We worked harder and longer but gained less information of the type
and quality we wanted.15 We focused on livery cab drivers rather than
yellow cabs because the former, as we make clear in chapter 7, take much
greater risks.

Despite our impeccable academic credentials—in addition to the Uni-
versity of Oxford and the Russell Sage Foundation, Heather Hamill also
obtained a very useful attachment to Columbia University—we met
with uncooperative and suspicious responses from all quarters. We can-
not really say how much this response was intensified by the gloom that
the terrorist attacks had caused, or whether perhaps this response was
compounded by the anthrax scare that occurred during the first few
months of our fieldwork.

In addition, the fieldwork suffered from specific shortcomings. First,
we did not have informal contacts in New York, as we had among taxi
drivers in Belfast. The people we knew were not the type to have per-
sonal contacts with taxi drivers—the total population and the social seg-
regation in New York are much greater than they are in Belfast. We also
encountered language barriers in the predominantly Spanish-speaking
world of livery drivers. We found it difficult to make ourselves under-
stood by the drivers we encountered when we phoned up a base and
requested a taxi in the hope of recruiting a driver for an interview, as we
had done in Belfast.

After a false start, we decided to go through more formal channels,
starting with the Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC), the regulating
body of the taxi industry in New York. That agency, however, was not
at all cooperative and showed little interest in the study. We were unable
to interview any TLC employees and thus could get neither their views
nor as much background data as was desirable. We made tactful, if
relentless, requests for interviews until the last week of the fieldwork, to
no avail. We were referred from person to person, promises went unful-
filled, and phone calls were not returned.

We turned to the New York State Federation of Taxi Drivers 
(NYSFTD), the largest union representing livery drivers. Although it took
some time to make contact with this group, the strategy proved to be a
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24 Streetwise

good one, and their help was invaluable. We interviewed forty-five liv-
ery drivers at NYSFTD offices in the Bronx, Queens, and Brooklyn. The
bulk of the interviews were done with drivers from livery companies.
We also interviewed two dispatchers and five drivers who drove yellow
taxis based in Manhattan.

If Belfast drivers tended toward logorrhoea, the New Yorkers veered
toward aphasia; they were less articulate and prone to provide mono-
syllabic answers. The deficiency of their responses was compounded 
by the language problem. Although we requested English-speaking
drivers, a proportion did not speak English well enough to under-
stand our questions or answer them fully, and our Spanish was rudi-
mentary. The NYSFTD kindly provided us with a translator, who helped
immensely, but the involvement of a translator prevented the free-
flowing conversational style that elicited many of the rich details we
obtained in Belfast, and many of the finer points were lost in translation.
(We used the translator for seventeen of the interviews with drivers.)
Furthermore, even with the help of NYSFTD staff, some of the drivers
did not really understand our interests and were nervous and suspi-
cious. Some doubted our intentions, wondering if we worked for the
government or a newspaper and were keen to confirm that they had
legal status in the United States. Although we interviewed forty-five
Hispanic drivers, only thirty-two of the interviews were of sufficient
quality to be usefully analyzed.16

We then turned our attention to drivers who worked in northern
Manhattan. These drivers, who were mostly West African or African
American, did not belong to the NYSFTD or any other union, so we had
no official channels by which we could gain access to them. Instead, we
decamped to the Metro North station at 125th Street and Lexington
Avenue in Harlem, where we approached drivers waiting for passen-
gers leaving the station. Although we had a varied reception, we were
able to interview eighteen drivers using this strategy.

In addition to interviewing sixty-three drivers, we interviewed ten
ordinary customers, twenty “bad-looking” customers, and six NYSFTD
employees. We also took a large number of taxi rides posing as cus-
tomers in a variety of locations and times of day and night.

The one aspect of our research in New York that did go better than in
Belfast was the collection of material from newspaper archives. We did
an extensive search of the New York Times and the New York Post since
1990, looking for accounts of incidents in which taxi drivers (both livery
and yellow cab) had been involved as either victims or perpetrators of
attacks and also looking for accounts of changes in policy and legisla-
tion that had affected the taxi industry. This yielded a great deal more
information, both in quantity and quality, than our newspaper search in
Belfast. We collected 128 cases of drivers murdered or violently attacked
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Introduction 25

and 59 cases of individuals accused of attacking a taxi driver. We also
supplemented our data by subscribing to an Internet newsgroup to which
taxi drivers contribute from the United States, the United Kingdom, and
Australia.

Ideally, we would have liked to interview mimics of the worst sort—
namely, those who were or had been arrested for attacking drivers, with
either sectarian (Belfast) or robbery (New York) motives. In the time scale
and with the resources available to us, we were unable to track these peo-
ple down. Most of the information we have on mimics is derived from
other sources, either the drivers themselves or the accounts of various
incidents that we collected through our newspaper search.17

Anonymity

In return for the opportunity to tape-record the interviews, we promised
the drivers that we would not reveal their identity. We removed any ref-
erence to specific taxi firms in Belfast or taxi bases in New York, and we
gave each driver a code. In Belfast (see table I.1), the code provides infor-
mation about the drivers’ religion, the type of taxis they drove, the areas
they drove in, and their gender. The private-hire drivers are coded first
by religion, followed by area in which they worked, their gender (if
female), and then an identifying number. “C-WBF3” tells us that the
driver was Catholic, worked in West Belfast, was female, and was inter-
view number 3. Public-hire drivers are coded by religion and a number.
“P-PH5” describes a Protestant driver who drove a public-hire taxi and
was interview number 5.

Customers are coded by religion, identified as a customer, gender-
coded if female, and assigned a number. “P-Cust2” tells us that the
respondent was Protestant, a customer, and a male and that his inter-
view number was 2.

Dispatchers are coded by religion, identified as a dispatcher, coded
by the area in which they work and their gender (if female), and given
a number. “C-WBDF2” tells us that the respondent was a female Catholic
who worked as a dispatcher in West Belfast and that her interview
number was 2.

Bouncers are coded by religion, identified as a bouncer, coded by gen-
der (if female), and given a number. “P-BF6” refers to a female Protestant
bouncer whose interview number was 6.

In New York (see table I.2), drivers are coded by area in which they
worked, gender (if female), and type of taxi they drove, and they are
given a number. “BX7” is the code for a male driver who worked in the
Bronx and was given the interview number 7. Customers are coded by
skin color, identified as a customer, coded by gender (if female), and
given a number. “BCustF1” refers to a black, female customer who was
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26 Streetwise

interview number 1. Dispatchers are coded by area in which they
worked, identified as a dispatcher, coded by gender (if female), and
given a number. “BRD2” is the code for a male dispatcher who worked
in Brooklyn and was interview number 2.

Outline of the Book

The book is divided into two parts, one for each city, beginning with
Belfast. Within each part we follow the same sequence of chapters. In the
first chapter of each part, we describe the city and the toll that taxiing
has taken on drivers. We give an account of the origins and motivations
of the drivers and of the general dangers they face when driving in their
city. Finally, we describe how they become knowledgeable about the
city in which they work and how they exchange information about the
dangers they face. In the next chapters (chapters 2 and 7), we give an
account of the various types of mimics who pose as bona-fide passen-
gers in order to harm the drivers in some way and describe the strate-
gies that mimics use to persuade drivers to pick them up. In chapters 3
and 8, we describe the vast array of general precautions, deterrents, and

Table I.2 New York Interviewee Codes

Characteristics of Interviewees Codes

Job or role
Driver —
Customer Cust
Dispatcher D

Skin color
Black B
White W
Hispanic S

Type of taxi driven
Yellow cab YC
Livery cab —

Area in which driver or dispatcher worked
Bronx BX
Brooklyn BR
Queens Q
North Manhattan NM

Gender
Male —
Female F

Source: Authors’ compilation.
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remedial actions that drivers take to protect their safety. In chapters 4 and
9, we discuss the various ways in which drivers screen passengers, the
signs they consider, how they reason about signs, and the choices they
make. In chapters 5 and 10, we look at how drivers further probe pas-
sengers, either before picking them up or after they are in the car. We also
look at the problem of probing from the point of view of bona-fide cus-
tomers who display negative cues and want to persuade drivers to pick
them up. In the conclusion, we discuss our findings from the research,
both expected and unexpected.

Introduction 27
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Chapter 1

Belfast and Its Taxi Drivers

SINCE 1969, Belfast has been at the epicenter of a political and civil
conflict in Northern Ireland that has exacted a heavy toll on the
population.1 According to the Police Service for Northern Ireland

(PSNI), between 1969 and September 2001 there were 3,321 deaths and
over 40,000 injuries as a result of the conflict; of this number, over half
were civilians. Most of those killed (91 percent) were male, and the
majority of deaths (53 percent) were among people under thirty years
of age. Forty-three percent of those killed were Catholic, compared
with 30 percent who were Protestant. Most of the fatalities (59 percent)
were inflicted by Republican (Catholic) paramilitaries; 28 percent were
killed by Loyalist (Protestant) paramilitaries, and 11 percent by the secu-
rity forces.2 Just over one-third of all those who died lived in five
postal districts located in North and West Belfast (Fay, Morrissey, and
Smyth 1999).

The “Troubles” and Their Toll on 
Taxi Drivers

Taxi drivers in Belfast are a particularly vulnerable group of civilians.
As driver C-WB6 told us: “During the ‘Troubles,’ drivers have been
hijacked, bombs put in their cars, threatened and shot.” Since 1972, sev-
enteen drivers have been killed, most of them Catholic, and many more
have suffered attempts on their lives. Since 1992, there have been four
attacks in which Loyalist paramilitaries walked into taxi depots and
fired at whoever was there at that moment. In 1993, in two separate inci-
dents, the Ulster Freedom Fighters (UFF) indiscriminately fired at two
taxi ranks in Catholic areas. This threat to drivers was recognized in 1997
when Gerry Adams, president of Sinn Féin, the Irish Republican politi-
cal party, unveiled a memorial to members of the West Belfast Taxi
Association who had been murdered in the previous twenty years. The
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plaque bore seven names with the epitaph: “Murdered in the service of
their community” (Fay, Morrissey, and Smyth 1999).

The political “peace process” and the Republican and Loyalist para-
military ceasefires, which began in 1994, have reduced the threat of
major violent attacks against commercial targets or the security forces.
Despite the ceasefire, however, the threat of sectarian violence against
civilians remains high, and the dangers for drivers have not necessarily
diminished. According to driver P-CC2, “I have driven through Belfast
during the worst of the ‘Troubles,’ and I would honestly say that
because of the fact that the security forces are off the street, now it is
more dangerous.” Driver P-CC2 was not being paranoid. In 1998 the
Loyalist Volunteer Force (LVF) issued a death threat against Catholic
taxi firms. The persistent seriousness of drivers’ exposure to this danger
is starkly brought home by the fact that driver C-WB4 got a letter from
the police the same day we interviewed him, warning him that his name
had been found on a Loyalist death squad hit list: “You know a lot of
taxi drivers will get them,” he said. The plight of taxi drivers was again
recognized in May 2001, during our fieldwork, when Gerry Adams
unveiled another mural on the Falls Road commemorating Catholic taxi
drivers killed during the Troubles.

The perils of the sectarian conflict have also involved Protestant
drivers caught up in Loyalist feuds between the Ulster Volunteer Force
(UVF) and the Ulster Defence Association (UDA). For example, armed
and masked men fired at Jackie Mahood, hitting him three times in the
head and neck, as he operated the dispatch desk in his North Belfast taxi
depot on November 27, 1997. Trevor Kell was shot dead on December
5, 2000, when he was lured by a bogus call. Between June and Septem-
ber 2000, a bitter revival of the feud between the UVF and the UDA
placed Protestant black taxi drivers in the firing line; in an unprece-
dented move, they sought safety in a Catholic Nationalist area.3

Types of Taxis

There are two types of taxis in Belfast: private-hire and public-hire. The
private-hire taxis are saloon cars that pick up prearranged fares through
a depot. It is illegal for them to pick up hailing passengers off the
street, but many do, especially on weekends. The Department of Vehi-
cle Licensing Northern Ireland (DVLNI), the government body that reg-
ulates the taxi industry in Northern Ireland, was unable to provide us
with the exact number of firms or taxis operating in Belfast, but did tell
us that the department issued 3,003 new taxi licenses in Northern
Ireland between 1999 and 2000. We consulted the yellow pages and
found ninety-one taxi firms listed in Belfast: forty-two in Catholic
areas, forty-four in Protestant areas, and five in neutral areas. This is an
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exceptionally large number of firms. In Oxford, England, for instance,
where the population is half that of Belfast, the number of private-hire
taxi firms is only about one-tenth of that in Belfast. This is probably one
of the reasons why taxis in Belfast are much less expensive than else-
where in the United Kingdom.

The public-hire vehicles are all London hackney-style taxis with
meters, and they are allowed to pick up hailing customers off the street
within a five-mile radius of Belfast’s City Center. These drivers are self-
employed and own their vehicles. There are approximately 220 public-
hire taxis in Belfast. Included in this group are thirteen public-hire taxi
drivers who operate from Belfast City Airport.4 Both Catholics and
Protestants drive these taxis (see table 1.1). Although these taxi dri-
vers only pick up customers off the street and would seem to be a bet-
ter group to study, they are more protected from potential attackers
because there is a dividing screen between the front and back seats in
their cars. The partition is not bullet-proof, but it provides the drivers
with some protection, making them less vulnerable than the private-hire
drivers. Nevertheless, we did interview six drivers who drove public-
hire taxis based at Belfast City Airport and the City Center.

A third group of public-hire taxis operate a shuttle system: they travel
up and down set routes and pick up and drop off passengers at any
point, charging a set fare for the journey. This service operates in North
and West Belfast, where it is divided into taxis that work in Catholic areas
under the West Belfast Taxi Association (approximately 250 taxis) and
taxis that work in Protestant areas under the Shankill Taxi Association
(approximately 80 taxis).5 We chose not to interview this group of taxi
drivers because of the special nature of their service, which is closer to an
unscheduled bus service. They have little choice in terms of the routes
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Table 1.1 Religion, Type of Firm, Job, and Gender of Belfast Taxi 
Employees Interviewed

Type of Firm or Job Catholic Protestant Male Female Total

Private-hire
Drivers 14 20 31 3 33
Drivers and dispatchers 2 2 3 1 4
Dispatcher 1 — — 1 1

Public-hire
Airport or City Center 2 3 5 — 5
City Center (only) — 1 1 — 1
West Belfast taxis 1 — 1 — 1
Derry taxis 1 — 1 — 1
Bouncers 2 2 3 1 4

Source: Authors’ compilation.
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they can take and the passengers they can pick up; given that they nor-
mally carry several passengers unrelated to each other at any one time,
they are also less vulnerable than the other drivers to being attacked.

There are frequent conflicts between public- and private-hire taxis
because the former object to the latter illegally picking up hailing cus-
tomers. Public-hire drivers are also unhappy about the police and the
DOE, which they feel are not doing enough to deter the practice, as
driver P-PH4, the most militant public-hire driver we interviewed,
makes clear: “I have reported loads of [cases of private-hire taxis pick-
ing up off the street], and they say, ‘Yes, we will do something’ . . . you
get to the stage where you’re banging your head off a brick wall. There
have been a lot of court cases lately, but the guys are getting fined
twenty and thirty pounds and walking out of court laughing.”

One reason the police are reluctant to enforce the law against private-
hire taxis picking up off the street is that on weekends their primary goal
is to clear the streets of rowdy, drunken crowds that may otherwise
cause trouble. The police want people to be picked up at the fastest pos-
sible rate, and thus they turn a blind eye to unlicensed “pirate” drivers
who pick up off the street: “Yeah, well, apparently one of the big shots
[senior policemen] down there was quoted as saying he didn’t care who
was picking who up off the streets as long as his men were stood down
by three o’clock in the morning on a Friday and Saturday night” (driver
P-CC4).

Taxi Regulations

In 1996 changes brought about by two pieces of legislation had a dra-
matic effect on the industry. First, the introduction and enforcement of
stricter drunk-driving laws increased the population’s dependence on
taxis, and second, the taxi industry was deregulated. The requirement
that all taxi drivers pass a test was removed. As a result, the demand for
taxi licenses increased.

To get a taxi license a driver must now pass a medical examination
(and be reexamined every five years), not have a criminal conviction
within the previous five years, and be “of good repute.” The last two
requirements are subject to a degree of interpretation. For example,
despite being convicted of indecent exposure in a public place, one appli-
cant was granted a taxi license because of the specific details of his case.
The police had arrested him for urinating against a wall, and the DVLNI
deemed it unfortunate that he was charged with such a serious offense
for what the department considered to be a minor misdemeanor.6

Licensed taxi drivers are obliged to display a TAXI sign on their car, and
by way of identification drivers are obliged to display a badge with their
photograph. It is not required that the taxi firm’s name or telephone
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numbers be displayed on the car, and the driver’s badge displays only an
identification number but does not display the driver’s name or address.
Because of the religious and residential segregation in Belfast, these pieces
of information would identify the driver’s religion, making him vulnera-
ble to sectarian attack.

The Demand for Taxis

In Belfast the demand for taxis is high not only during the weekend but
also on a daily basis. The political conflict has placed the public trans-
port system in Northern Ireland under severe pressure, especially in
West and North Belfast—areas that have experienced the worst effects
of the Troubles. Buses are withdrawn on a regular basis when street vio-
lence flares and vehicles are used to erect barricades; train service is
often disrupted by the threat of bombs on the line. Such disruption
causes severe hardship to the many people who have to walk long dis-
tances to work, and everyday activities, like shopping, become danger-
ous ordeals. The only source of transport for many people is a taxi.

Further, the 1991 census revealed that in the poorer areas of Belfast
63 percent of households did not own a car. To travel any distance peo-
ple living in poorer areas, which are also those most affected by the sec-
tarian violence, have to find other means of transport. In Northern
Ireland the bus and train companies are publicly owned, and their
schedules have been limited owing to “inadequate capital investment
and paltry operating subsidies” (General Consumer Council for North-
ern Ireland 2001). In addition, public financial support per head for bus
and rail service in Northern Ireland has been less than half of that pro-
vided to the predominantly private-sector operators in Great Britain
(General Consumer Council for Northern Ireland 2000).

The dearth of public transport has increased the everyday reliance on
taxis of people living in poorer areas. Jim Neeson, head of the West
Belfast Taxi Association, described the service offered by drivers as a
“lifeline”:

Throughout the Troubles, the black taxis kept this community going. No
matter what was happening on the Falls Road, you could rely on the black
taxis to get you to work. Our drivers kept this service on the road through
thick and thin, often at great personal risk to themselves. West Belfast has
the highest unemployment rates in the North [of Ireland] and the lowest
level of car ownership, so many people in this community still rely on us
as their only means of transport. (Andersonstown News 2001)

Four out of ten people in Northern Ireland regularly take taxis for
social and leisure outings, but a substantial minority also take taxis for
shopping trips and to go to work or school (General Consumer Council
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for Northern Ireland 1997). The relatively low cost of taxis makes this an
accessible form of transport for poorer people. One consequence is that
a sizable proportion of customers are less well dressed and look “rough.”

Drivers

Taxi drivers are very diverse in terms of their origins and connections,
and the majority of them are not involved with the paramilitaries. There
are, however, historical links between the industry and paramilitarism
that are etched in the public consciousness. In Catholic West Belfast, the
black taxis are run by the West Belfast Taxi Association, which was
established in the 1970s to provide employment for Republican activists
after they were released from prison. A similar scheme was established
in Protestant areas of Belfast for Loyalist prisoners. Throughout the
Troubles, the black taxis have had a high profile. For example, in 1988,
during the funeral of IRA man Kevin Brady, two plainclothes British sol-
diers drove into the path of the funeral cortege by mistake. Mourners
claimed that they believed they were under attack from Loyalists, and
as the soldiers tried to turn around and get away, black taxis blocked
their path (Times of London 1988). The soldiers were taken away and shot
dead by two gunmen. The attack was captured by television crews and
photographers covering the funeral and by the camera on an army
observation helicopter as it circled overhead. For some customers, the
image of the taxis involved in this incident remains powerful and fright-
ening: “There’s something about the black taxis. I know there’s all the
different dynamics to them, black taxis do this, black taxis do that, and
I don’t understand it, and they terrify me, black taxis really frighten me.
I think it’s seeing those soldiers being killed by them on the TV. So I just
won’t get one” (customer P-CustF1). However, as driver C-WB4 told us,
“See, those black taxis on the Falls Road . . . are classed as Republican
and the ones on the Shankill are classed as Loyalist, even though 75 per-
cent of those people driving them black taxis have never been nothing,
or involved in nothing, in their lives.”

The taxi associations remain committed to their political roots, but
“only” 10 percent of the current West Belfast black taxi drivers are ex-
prisoners:

It used to be that you had to have been in jail in order to get on them [black
taxis], or if there was a big waiting list of maybe two or three hundred peo-
ple, but if you were a Republican and just out of jail, you were automati-
cally moved up to the top of the list. If there was, say, two places and there
were two Republicans waiting, they got them no matter how long the list.
Whereas now it has turned more into a sort of community thing—it’s first
man in. The days of special privileges are over. (driver C-WB4)
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This reputation for paramilitary involvement extends to the private-hire
drivers, and many firms outside the City Center are thought to have
strong ties with either Republican or Loyalist paramilitaries. In 1986 the
UFF issued death threats to taxi firms that, it claimed, paid protection
money to the IRA. Driver C-WB4 pointed out to us a number of firms
that he said were associated with the paramilitaries: “That firm, they
used to be called———. It was well known that the UVF owned———.
Don’t get me wrong—the IRA also owned taxi depots in their day.”

Some firms have a reputation for employing ex-prisoners: “The taxi
depot I work for,” driver C-WB4 noted, “would probably be the biggest
in West Belfast, probably be the biggest amount of drivers. I think
you’ve got about eight out of about seventy-five drivers who have done
time in jail, about eight or nine. You’ll find that they’ll be the most safety-
conscious.”

Although we did not intentionally set out to interview drivers who
had paramilitary involvement, seven of those contacted at random and
interviewed had been imprisoned for either Republican or Loyalist
paramilitary-related incidents, and five out of twelve of the taxi compa-
nies from which our interviewees were drawn had a reputation for sup-
porting paramilitary organizations from one community or the other.

Whatever their background, all taxi drivers are motivated to do their
job by a number of factors, including a lack of alternatives, the flexibil-
ity of the job, and the opportunity to be their own boss:

You know, I’m a spark [electrician] by trade, so I could even go back to
being a spark. I would probably get more money sparking, but if I took on
a job, I would have to be there in the morning fucking until it’s finished.
You know, I’ve no commitments. I’m not married. If I want to go away, I
go away. I just do what I want to do. Nobody’s there to tell me you can’t
or you can or yaps [nags] at me. That’s the way I like life. I like life easy. I
would only work one of the nights at the weekend. I wouldn’t work both.
(driver C-WB4)

I work to suit myself. I come in, in the morning, work whatever, and if I
want to go away for two hours, I go away for two hours. And if I want to
work all day, I work all day. I’m not tied down, there’s no real boss. I come
and go as I please. If I need extra money, I’ll go and work the hours and
get the extra money, and if I’m going on holiday or I’m going away for
two days, I just go away. So I can’t see me settling down to another type
of job. (driver C-WB6)

Some like the adrenaline rush:

I don’t know, I just sort of drifted into it, and when I got into it, I really
enjoyed it. There was always the adrenaline from not knowing what was
going to come next. In my opinion, it is a very exciting thing, because one
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minute you could be driving an old person going to the hospital, or maybe
someone has just had a bereavement or something. The next minute you
could be out in the middle of big trouble. It is actually like a drug, to be
honest, just like a drug. There is an adrenaline kick, and it is a terrible
thing to say, but sometimes the more dangerous it is, the more of adrena-
line there is. The more the kick there is—for me anyhow. I come out in the
morning, and I actually get enjoyment out of the fact that I don’t know
what is round the corner. You know, I have had some bad experiences, but
at the same time it is the thrill of not knowing what you are coming out to.
I actually worked for contractors, which was a very safe job, and left it to
come back to the taxiing because I missed it so much. (driver P-CC2)

Some do it because the job satisfies their curiosity about people and their
affairs:

Taxi drivers are counselors, if you get the right one, because they have a
vast amount of experience, and that is to me what makes my job worth-
while. I get something back. [Passengers] tell you things. A boyfriend and
girlfriend have split up. Husband and wife split up. Husband caught
doing a line with someone else. Fella tried to touch for a girl all night,
nothing happens, and he is grumpy in the car.

I remember one incident. I picked up these two women—Lily would have
been about forty-eight to fifty—and we just started talking, and she asked
me, “What do you do at the weekends, what do you do to go out?” I said,
“I don’t drink, so there is no sense in me going out to pubs.” So then she
started to ask me, “Do you never drink?” “Yes, I did. Drank too much,
ended up in hospital.” She went on then to tell me she had a drink prob-
lem. I then asked her what caused it. Well, you don’t start drinking for
nothing, there is always something there—should it be small, big, there is
always something that triggers it off. She said, “No,” and I said, “There is
always a reason.” It turned out she had had a child twenty-five years
earlier outside of marriage, which her family made her give up, and she
had punished herself ever since. My heart went out to her—she wants to
find her son—and I said, “What are you going to do? Show that his mother
is a drunk? What will that do to him then? You had to leave him twenty-
five years ago, you had to let him lead a different life, and then come back
twenty-five years later a drunk and make him feel worse than he did when
you initially gave him up?” I said, “That would be a wrong move, love.”
She told me then she had a daughter, also at home, who constantly tries
to commit suicide, and she thought it would be good for the daughter to
find out she had a brother. I said, “Not only are you going to turn up as a
drunk, but you are bringing a psychopath with you.” I said, “No, Lily, get
off the drink. Find AA [Alcoholics Anonymous], go down and talk to
them, try and get off the bottle.” I think I sat talking to {the two women}
for easily over an hour and a half, and when we left she told me she would
go to the AA, and I saw her about three months later coming out of a club
in town, so she never did. I feel I did my bit—the rest was up to her. She
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needed someone to tell her, wake up and smell the coffee. We are not
trained for this, it is just an ability that we pick up. There are some taxi
drivers that go through spells like that where you feel you can do some-
thing. But there is the other majority which would tell them to “piss off,
get out, and give me the money.” (driver P-CC7)

Some drivers taxied when other jobs were not so readily available: “I
worked on building sites, and then, with the winter coming in, work
started to slack off, and I started taxi driving—November through to
March—and then stopped it again for the summer, and then back on it
again for five or six months in the winter” (driver C-WB7). Others have
lost a job: “I was laid off at my last job, and basically I haven’t got a trade,
so it seemed the easiest way to make a living. This firm was advertising
in the local paper—East Belfast News. I knew three fellas that worked for
him. So I came in that way” (driver P-EB7).

Being laid off was a blessing in disguise for driver P-PH1:

I love the shipyard, but I was made redundant, and I was taxiing inter-
mittently all through that, but this is a kind [of] job now where you are so
independent, it is very difficult for me to go to anything else. At times I
would love to. There is times you just get pissed off, you just get fed up
with it. You maybe had a bad month, and something goes wrong with the
taxi, and you are looking this and you are looking that. It can be difficult
at times, and you would say, I would love a [different] job, but when you
get it back on the road again, you are captain of your own wee ship. It is good
to be like that, if you are that way inclined. I like to start when I want, fin-
ish when I want, and when I need more money, I will go out and work,
and that is a big, big asset to me.

Dangers of Taxiing in Belfast

One result of the ongoing civil and political conflict in Northern Ireland
is the high level of residential segregation in Belfast, a fact that is well
illustrated by the map showing the religious distribution within the city
(see figure 1.1). Protestant and Catholic communities are clearly defined
geographically and separated by “peacelines” (Doherty and Poole 1995).
West Belfast is predominantly Catholic, and East Belfast is overwhelm-
ingly Protestant. North Belfast contains pockets of Catholic and Protes-
tant communities, which are often separated by just one street. The City
Center is neutral territory with mixed bars and clubs.

North, West, and East Belfast can be very hazardous for drivers, espe-
cially at night. “Interface areas,” where Catholics and Protestants live sep-
arately but in close proximity, are flashpoints for sectarian violence as
youths throw stones and petrol bombs at each other. Compelled to travel
through the “opposing” neighborhood, both Catholic and Protestant taxis
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frequently come under attack. The following is an account by a Catholic
driver:

[In West Belfast] Blacks Road is . . . a wee pocket of Protestants, only
about 150 houses, and they’re surrounded by thousands and thousands
of Catholics. But to be honest, they can be annoying because they are
stoning the taxis. If you have a TAXI sign on, they will throw stones at it.
A black taxi going up Andytown [Andersonstown] is a Catholic—
there’s no way a black taxi from the Shankill [Protestant area] goes to
Andytown, [the driver’s] a Catholic. So breaking his windows or doing
what they’re doing, they get away with it, they actually do get away
with it, and you’ll see the peelers [police] sitting there, and they’ll do
nothing about it. (driver C-WB4)

While driving around with this same driver, we experienced these dan-
gers firsthand when we had to speed through red lights at a busy junc-
tion to avoid the hail of stones and bricks being thrown at us. Protestant
drivers are also subject to this type of attack (Irish News 2000a).

In West and North Belfast, taxi drivers face another danger: “joyrid-
ers” who recklessly drive stolen cars and often target taxi drivers and
ram them at high speed.7 Driver C-WB4 is all too familiar with these
young people:

Well, if they hit you like, and they’re going the speed they’re going at, it
mightn’t be so bad if they hit you frontal, but if they hit you side on, you
know there’s nothing there for protection. And if you notice, I don’t wear
a seat belt. I never wear a seat belt, even when I’m on my own. Now, if you
drive a taxi, you have to have an airbag—and whether it fucking works or
not, I don’t know.

Joyriders also try to engage taxis in dangerous high-speed races:

See this car, this car here? People would say it’s a flashy car. I don’t know;
it looks to be a fast motor, [but] it’s not. It’s just that I look after it, but
joyriders seem to have the tendency of trying to race me, and I’ve no inten-
tions of trying to race them. You don’t want to know, you just don’t want
to fucking have anything to do with them. But I’ve seen them on a Satur-
day night going up the Monagh Bypass, and they’re behind me, and
they’re flashing, and they’re beeping, and they’re trying to get you to go
that wee bit faster and race. (driver C-WB4)

Belfast City Center becomes hazardous on weekends when thousands
of people pour onto the streets between midnight and two o’clock in the
morning. The streets become very crowded with drunk and disorderly
people, and many of them are trying to get a taxi home. The danger
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comes from customers using aggressive tactics, such as running out in
front of a traveling taxi to get it to stop or trying to get into the car with-
out permission from the driver. “You see the likes of that [on] Bradbury
Place and Wellington Park, they are trying to jump into your motor, and
you are over for somebody [else]. You have to stick the central locking
on and only put the window down a bit. You get some people jumping
on your bonnet waving ten-pound notes, ‘Take me home.’ . . . I feel very
threatened” (driver P-EB7).

The environment in which taxi drivers work is not just generally dan-
gerous. In chapter 2, we review the specific threats that drivers face from
various villains who pose as bona-fide customers. First, however, we
describe the essential background knowledge that taxi drivers need to
do their job and how they acquire it.

Information Diffusion and 
Background Knowledge

Among Belfast taxi drivers, there is no organized information exchange—
they have no dedicated radio station or website—but we did observe
numerous informal communications between drivers and their depots.
Furthermore, once drivers begin work and become acquainted with
their colleagues, they become part of an information-sharing network
and cope with the perils of their occupation by frequently exchanging
information as daily and nightly events unfold. Eighty-eight percent of
the Belfast drivers we interviewed said that drivers share information
and offer each other support. According to driver C-WB4, “Taxi men
will stick together,” but driver P-PH5 was not so sure: “They’d cut your
throat for a fiver. Half the taxi drivers in Belfast wouldn’t speak to the
other half. They fell out maybe twenty-five years ago, and if you asked
them what they fell out over, they’d just say, ‘Ahh, I don’t talk to him,’
and if you said, ‘Why?’ they’d say, ‘I can’t remember.’ ”

Specific details—such as addresses, features of problematic passen-
gers, accidents, roadblocks, traffic buildup, or the presence of joyriders,
stone-throwers, or undercover DOE agents (see chapter 2)—are updated
daily and disseminated through the dispatcher or between drivers using
their cell phones. “For instance, if there is a riot somewhere, the driver
on the scene would call into the office. They then will put it out to all
drivers. . . . Even if there has been an accident, they would get back to
the depot, and the depot would put out a message, for they don’t want
their cars heading towards a [traffic] block. So the information would
come out fairly quickly” (driver P-CC2).

If a driver is unsure of an address, he can ask friends and colleagues
for help: “The fellas just normally kept you right of where to go” (driver
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P-CC4). Dispatcher C-WBDF1 was given some guidance when she
started but learned primarily from the experience of doing the job:

You are shown the ropes, you’re shown what to do, who to pick up, who
not to pick up, and there’s times when I did start I had to ask the drivers,
“So is this address okay, is that address okay?” and they’d have given me
their opinion on it: “Aye, that’s dead on,” or, “No, that’s a dodgy one,
don’t be sending a taxi to there.” So you learn as you along. You . . . get to
know the regulars but . . . it was mostly local people from the area who
used them anyway. But then I went to that other [depot] in Twinbrook. I
hadn’t a clue up there, because I didn’t know anybody, because I wasn’t
from there, and that was very dodgy, because I didn’t know the estate,
[and] you were very close to the other side [Protestants] and you weren’t
sure what the score was going to be, whether this is a bomber or this is a
safe one. I just took the calls down and again asked the drivers what sort
of job it was and was it okay.

Being stopped by the police is of particular concern to the pirate
drivers who don’t have a license or insurance. They need to know how
to avoid prosecution by waiving the fare if the passenger tells the police
that they are simply getting a lift from the driver, who is their friend or
relative (see chapter 2). They inform each other if they see “Driver 13” on
the road. (In Catholic areas they refer to the police as “Driver 13” because
superstition keeps any genuine taxi driver from ever being given the
number thirteen.) “Taxi men will stop for each other. They will guard
themselves, or you’ll see them flashing the lights at each other, and that
means the peelers [police] is stopped up the street, and if you’re using
red diesel or you’re not legit or . . . that’ll let you know” (driver C-WB4).

Sometimes the gathering and exchange of information combines the
interests of drivers with the interests of the various paramilitary groups.
All drivers associated with a paramilitary group pass on their “intelli-
gence” as a matter of course. Taxi drivers who work in a small area
become very familiar with the local inhabitants and the patterns of daily
life and notice any irregularities:

We know all their taxis, and [the Loyalists] know our taxis, and even driv-
ing up and down the road over the years, they know the cars. There
could be a guy drive up behind you, he’d look in [the depot] and he’d
know every one of these cars because he’s been taxiing for years. . . . I’m
the same. . . . As I drive into the village [a Protestant area], there’s a taxi
company down there now with about ten motors, and I know every one
of them—the Sierras, the Fords, I know every one of them. And if I see one
of them on the road [in West Belfast], I would know them. (driver C-WB6)

Drivers also need a large amount of background knowledge to cope
with the demands of their profession. With one exception, all the drivers
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we interviewed originated in Northern Ireland, and most were from
Belfast.8 Therefore, most of them had acquired much of the relevant
knowledge of the city and the characteristics associated with being
Catholic or Protestant before they started taxi driving. Much of their
background knowledge was learned simply as a by-product of living
and observing life in the city, and we did not observe them making a
very focused effort to learn more or to teach others. The rest of what they
needed to know they had learned from each other or from direct expe-
rience; none of the depots offered formal training. Drivers are given only
limited technical information—how to use the radio equipment, for
instance, and, in some firms, the computerized data head. Fewer than
half of the drivers (44 percent) had received any advice from more expe-
rienced cabbies when they started working. Driver P-EBF1, one of the
five female drivers we interviewed, felt that most were “thrown in at the
deep end.” She herself “wasn’t set up for . . . what the work was going
to be like, what I actually had to do.” Driver P-CC7 agreed: “You basi-
cally learn most of it by yourself.” As driver P-CC12 pointed out, how-
ever, “Belfast isn’t really that big, so knowledge-wise you can pick it up
pretty quickly.”

Drivers gain a detailed mapping of Belfast’s physical and political
geography. Given that the greatest threat to drivers is sectarian attack
(“There is areas in Belfast where you could run into trouble, but it’s
tribal trouble,” said driver P-CC2), they must know which areas are
Catholic and which are Protestant not only so that they can get their
passengers to their destinations but also because, as driver P-CC12
explained, “people will suspect that you are a different religion because
you don’t know the area” (see chapters 3 and 4). Driver P-CC4 con-
curred: “You don’t want to stop and say to them, ‘Where’s such and
such?’ because they’d automatically say, ‘He’s of the other kind [reli-
gion],’ and the next minute you’re getting bricked.”

In addition, drivers learn which social venues are Protestant and which
are Catholic: “If you’re taxiing, well, you kinda have to know where all
the pubs or clubs are, so as you know where you’re going or where you’re
picking up,” said driver C-WB6. He added: “You know all your own
clubs, you know all the clubs. And if I was picking up in the town and
someone said, ‘Take me to Bailey’s,’ you have to know where it is, [and]
you know right away [whether] this fella’s a Catholic or this fella’s a
Protestant.”

There are also dangers associated with specific clubs: “Where they’re
hard to get to—maybe somewhere where there’s only one way in and
out of it—. . . I generally wouldn’t go in there” (driver P-CC4). Having
such detailed knowledge of the different areas of Belfast, as we see in
chapters 4 and 5, also enables drivers to screen customers who they
suspect are “mimics” and probe them for knowledge that only a good
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customer is likely to have. They are also able to give advice to cus-
tomers: “You need to know where clubs and pubs in the City Center are
because some people . . . would ask your advice on . . . where to go and
[ask,] ‘What is a good spot tonight?’ . . . ‘What time are they open to
tonight?’—basically things like that” (driver P-PEB7).

To minimize the dangers, drivers learn the safest route to their desti-
nation and stay away from certain areas during particular times of the
year when the likelihood of street violence increases the risk of being
attacked: “Well, you’re not going to go up the Shankill Road on the
twelfth of July basically. You might not come back again. I mean, you
might, but the car won’t. It’s happened to a couple of guys who’ve had
their cars taken, hijacked, set on fire” (driver C-CC1).

In addition to the threat of sectarian violence, drivers are aware of the
dangers of joyriders and thieves in high-crime areas: “Going up the
Monagh Bypass [in Catholic West Belfast] late at night, it is just scary,
because you have guys stealing cars and driving about. I have actually
taken people into Twinbrook about two in the morning and have cars
just whiz past me and nearly put me off the road. It is not a nice feeling”
(driver P-CC7).

By talking to drivers who had only recently started driving taxis, we
observed that they quickly become more realistic and less stereotypical
in their judgments. Driver P-EBF9, who started six weeks before our
interview, said:

I have been really surprised [by] people who have got [into the car], and
I have thought, what is this coming? [And it’s] turned out they aren’t what
they appear to be at all. They might get in, and they might look like trou-
ble, but they aren’t. People who appear more likely to cause trouble—just
to look at them—they can be gentle. . . . I mean, you do try to weigh peo-
ple up and put them in their slots, but it doesn’t always work that way.

In conclusion, the safe navigation of Belfast’s complex sectarian
topography depends on the accretion of a large amount of detailed
knowledge and information, some of which drivers have already and
some of which they learn from each other and from experience. How
drivers put this knowledge to work in order to screen and probe cus-
tomers forms the object of chapters 4 and 5.
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